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Abstract
Explosive demand for wireless internet services has posed critical challenges for wireless network
due to its limited capacity. To tackle this hurdle, wireless Internet service providers (WISPs) take
the smart data pricing to manage data traffic loads. Meanwhile, from the users’ perspective, it is
also reasonable and desired to employ mobile data traffic management under the pricing policies
of WISPs to improve the economic efficiency of data consumption. In this paper we introduce a
concept of cost efficiency for user’s mobile data management, defined as the ratio of user’s mobile
data consumption benefits and its expense. We propose an integrated cost-efficiency-based data traffic
management scheme including long-term data demand planning, short-term data traffic pre-scheduling
and real-time data traffic management. The real-time data traffic management algorithm is proposed to
coordinate user’s data consumption to tailor to the pre-scheduled data traffic profile. Numerical results
demonstrate the effectiveness of cost efficiency framework in indicating and motivating mobile user’s
data consumption behavior. The proposed management scheme can effectively motivate the user to
adjust its data consumption profile to obtain the optimal data consumption cost efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
With rapidly growing usage of smart mobile devices, the global mobile data traffic is expected
to reach 30.6 exabytes per month in 2020, compared to 3.7 exabytes per month in 2015 [2].
To meet the explosive demand for mobile data, two major approaches have been adopted. One
intuitive way is to upgrade the wireless communication system for a higher network capacity [3],
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2[4], but this will take a lengthy process after some new technology breakthroughs. Alternatively,
to support increasing data demand with current limited network capacity, network operators
begin to adopt smart data pricing [6]–[8] as an economical incentive to affect mobile users’ data
consumption behavior, alleviating the network congestions.
In most existing pricing schemes typically designed from the perspective of network opera-
tors, the mobile users actually play a secondary role, as the user behavior is simply modeled
by demand functions or utility functions in these frameworks [9]. In practice, mobile users
are one of the important participators of the market, whose behavior directly determines the
network status [10]–[12]. It is therefore essential to identify how to effectively reflect the users’
consumption behaviors and accurately capture their consumption propensities. To achieve this,
the corresponding user-centric data traffic management tools are required to affect the users’
consumption behaviors and better manage the mobile applications’ data traffic profiles, while
few existing scheduling works have been proposed from the angle of mobile users.
Motivated by these requirements, in this paper we propose a metric named cost efficiency
to effectively indicate the mobile user’s economic efficiency of data consumption. Cost effi-
ciency (CE) measures the benefit or utility of activities produced at per unit cost and it can be
defined as the ratio of the obtained benefit/achieved measurable objective and the cost [13], [14].
To achieve the best efficiency, one has to optimally utilize the available resources to maximize
the output/gain, so as to effectively save resources and reduce the cost. Similarly, in mobile data
management, two of the mobile user’s major concerns in the data consumption are the data
consumption benefit and the data traffic cost. The data consumption benefit is created by mobile
applications’ services [15]. A higher priority of data service usually means a higher benefit to
the user, i.e., the data service is more popular and more important to the user. The cost of
data service has a direct impact on the consumers’ incentive to consume. Therefore, the cost
efficiency of data consumption can be defined as the ratio of user’s data consumption benefit
and its data traffic cost, expressed as
CE =
Benefit
Cost
.
Instead of solely pursuing high consumption benefit or low cost, it is better to maximize the
consumption benefit with least cost of data traffic. This will significantly improve the utilization of
3the expenditure on data consumption and thus save unnecessary expenses and network resources.
We further apply the cost efficiency to design a combined mobile data traffic management
framework consisting of long-term monthly data traffic planning and short-term data traffic
scheduling including day-ahead pre-scheduling and real-time management. For the long-term
case, the cost efficiency as an indicator, is used to assist user in managing the daily data traffic
and avoiding excessive consumption. For the short-term case, a cost-efficiency-based data profile
pre-scheduling method is proposed for the mobile user with day-ahead pricing to achieve the
optimal cost efficient data profile based on the user’s consumption propensity. A real-time data
traffic management algorithm is developed to coordinate mobile user’s data consumption with
the pre-scheduled data profile in the real-time market to maintain the cost efficiency. Simulation
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the pre-scheduling algorithm in achieving an optimal
cost efficiency of the pre-scheduled data profile, and verify that the proposed real-time data
management algorithm can guarantee a relatively high cost efficiency while accommodating the
uncertainty of real-time data consumption. The contributions of the work are summarized below:
• We propose cost efficiency for the first time as an efficient metric to reflect mobile user’s
consumption efficiency of its data services;
• We analyze the cost efficiencies of data consumption in a long-term data consumption
scenario with usage-based pricing to prevent inefficient mobile data consumption;
• We develop a cost efficient data profile pre-scheduling algorithm to optimize the mobile
data allocation based on day-ahead prices;
• A real-time data traffic management algorithm is developed to effectively coordinate the
real-time data traffic of each mobile application under the pre-scheduled data profile to maintain
a high cost efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related work is presented. In
Section III, we introduce the system model. In Section IV, we study the case of cost efficiency
in a long-term usage-based pricing market. The cost efficient data management scheme for short-
term data consumption is introduced and discussed in Section V. Simulation results and analyses
are presented in Section VI, and conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The economic solutions to cope with mobile data growth were proposed from either operators’
4perspective or users’ perspective. From the operator perspective, different aspects have been
considered in defining pricing policies [6]. In the usage-based pricing, the pricing is directly
determined by the amount of data consumption and the payment is calculated according to the
amount of consumed data [16], [17]. The quality-of-service (QoS) based pricing sets different
rates for providing services with different levels of QoS [18], [19]. In [18] a QoS pricing
mechanism was proposed to set prices for services with different QoS requirements, offering
incentives for each consumer to choose the services that best match its needs. The time-dependent
pricing considers the dynamism of the network operation and determines the prices according
to the real-time or estimated load of the network during certain periods [7], [9], [16], [20],
[22]. The congestion-based pricing has been proposed to dynamically increase or decrease the
prices of network services/resources according to the real-time congestion level in the network,
to motivate price-sensitive users to adjust their data loads [8], [9], [16]. The day-ahead pricing
proposed in [22], as a variant of dynamic congestion pricing, provides pre-determined data prices
one day in advance to enable mobile subscribers to pre-schedule their data consumption profiles.
From the user perspective, to model user’s behavior or characteristics, the work in [24] defines
a utility function of average throughput to capture user and application requirements and give the
level of satisfaction for a given level of service. The works in [25], [26] use utility function of
received SIR or SINR to capture the quality of users’ network access links. The works in [16],
[27] use utility function to indicate its satisfaction level on the achievable data rate, associated
with consumption timing [16] or user’s service level agreement [27]. In [22], user behavior
is captured by its data demand volume and a waiting function representing its willingness to
delay data consumption. The consumer attitudes in these works are captured by objectives such
as maximizing utility or satisfaction. As a result, their data consumption may be affected by
real-time pricing, but on the long run the consumers are still encouraged to consume in order
to create more utility or satisfaction. This may indulge consumers in immoderate and excessive
data consumption.
Compared with existing works, the proposed cost efficiency is both beneficial and resource-
saving, because it aims to not only maximize benefit per cost but also fully utilize the expended
resource. Cost efficiency is adaptive for users with different pricing mechanisms, as we use cost
efficiency to optimize mobile data consumptions in both long-term data consumption scenario
and short-term scenario. Moreover, we design a model to effectively capture the time-varying
5consumption propensity in the managing process, ensuring a user-centric management.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, consuming behavioral model of user’s mobile device and benefit function of
data consumption are introduced for the short-term data traffic pre-scheduling and real-time data
traffic management. Pricing models for different consumption scenarios are also introduced. To
realize data traffic management of mobile device, an installed application management program
is assumed to be authorized to control and record network accesses of all the applications on
the mobile device. Quality-of-service requirements of the applications will be guaranteed by the
management program as long as their access requests are permitted.
A. Consuming Behavioral Model
Consider a set of N active applications installed on the mobile device, denoted by A =
{1, 2, . . . , a, . . . , N}, where each application is represented by a sequential number a. Let k
denote the sequence of a time slot, within which the unit price of mobile data is fixed. Conse-
quently, the data consumption amount is calculated over each time slot and xak is defined as the
data traffic of application a in time slot k, which is a real number1. For each xak, we assume
that it satisfies
{xak|bak ≤ xak ≤ Bak ,
∑
a∈A
xak ≤ Bk}, (1)
where bak and Bak denotes the basic demand and maximum demand of application a in time slot
k, respectively. We assume an operation cycle for the system, denoted by OC, which consists of
K time slots, i.e., OC = {1, 2, . . . , k, . . . , K}, and use xa to denote the demand of application
a in one operation cycle, defined as: xa =
∑
k∈OC x
a
k. The feasible set of xa is expressed as:
{xa|ba ≤ xa ≤ Ba}, (2)
where Ba =
∑
k∈OC B
a
k and ba is the minimum consumption requirement for each application in
one operation cycle assigned by the user, satisfying Ba ≥ ba ≥∑k∈OC bak. Moreover, we let Bk
denote the upper bound of mobile device’s total data traffic in time slot k to prevent excessive
1Since the data traffic of an application in a time slot generally reaches the level of 210 to 220 bits, xak can be approximately
regarded as a real number when it is counted by MB. This facilitates the theoretical analysis and allows us to use continuous
optimization to approach the optimal allocation with nearly negligible errors.
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Fig. 1. Network accesses activated by the user.
data consumption by the mobile device in the time slot, satisfying
∑
a∈A
xak ≤ Bk. (3)
The allocation of all applications’ data traffics in one operation cycle is denoted by vector X ,
defined as:
X = {x11, x12, ..., x1K , x21, ..., x2K , ..., xN1 , ..., xNK}T. (4)
To capture the consumer propensity, we record user’s access frequency to each application (i.e.,
how many times an application is accessed by user and runs in the foreground) in every time
slot. Let τak denote the user’s access frequency to application a in time slot k. This is because
the access frequency of an application can indicate how much attention has been drawn to this
service, and an application with more attention has a higher potential to please the consumer
and thus deserves a higher priority in data demand scheduling. τak will be used to determine the
benefit valuation parameter. Fig. 1 presents an example of 5 different applications’ hourly access
frequencies by the user and their hourly mobile data traffics in a day.
B. Consumption Valuation Model
When people use applications for different purposes such as online social activities, reading
news from the Internet, and watching online videos, their demands and needs are satisfied through
the data consumption, which can be considered as a kind of benefit. We use utility functions [28]
to model the benefits created by different applications’ services. Let v = v(x, ω) denote the
benefits created over a certain amount of data consumption x by an application in a time slot,
where ω is the benefit valuation parameter of an application representing its potential to create
7benefits that is associated with the application’s access frequency. ω also functions as a weight
factor in the short-term scheduling problem that directly affects the allocation of data traffic
volume among all the applications. Let ωak denote the application a’s potential to create benefits
in time slot k, which is time-varying and determined based on τak . The benefit function vak to
characterize application a’s contribution in time slot k is given by a linear function:
vak = ω
a
kx
a
k. (5)
The linear benefit function has the following assumed properties that capture the characteristics
of mobile user’s consuming behavior.
Property 1: The benefit functions are increasing, i.e.,
∂v(xak, ω
a
k)
∂xak
> 0. (6)
This property indicates that any data consumption by the applications will create certain benefits.
Property 2: The benefit functions satisfy
∂2v(xak, ω
a
k)
∂(xak)
2
= 0. (7)
Since we do not evaluate the benefit based on service task fulfillment, we do not differentiate
the values of different bits. This property ensures the marginal benefit of an application’s data
consumption within a time slot is fixed.
Property 3: For a fixed x, a larger ωak creates a larger v(xak, ωak), i.e.,
∂v(xak, ω
a
k)
∂ωak
≥ 0. (8)
Since ωak represents the ability to create benefits, a larger ωak means more benefits created over
per unit of consumed data.
Property 4: Benefits cannot be created without data consumption, i.e.,
v(xak = 0, ω
a
k) = 0, ∀ωak > 0. (9)
The setting of ωak in the data profile scheduling will be addressed in Section V.
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Fig. 2. C.E. curves for usage-based pricing 1
Let V denote the total created benefit in one intended operation cycle, given by:
V =
∑
a∈A
(∑
k∈OC
vak
)
=
∑
a∈A
∑
k∈OC
ωakx
a
k. (10)
C. Pricing Mechanisms for Data Consumption
1) Long-term Scenario: Usage-based pricing has been widely applied by the mobile network
operators in many countries [6]. In the pricing, the operators provide data bundles with different
data volumes and valid time length. Here, we adopt the monthly data bundle plan [29] that
provides a fixed volume of data with a fixed price, beyond which the exceeded volume is paid
at an other unit price. Let C(x) denote the monthly data traffic cost, where x is the monthly
total data traffic. Hence, C(x) can be expressed as:
C(x) =

 C
based x ≤ xlimit,
Cbased + Cunit(x− xlimit) x > xlimit,
(11)
where Cbased denotes the bundle cost, xlimit is the capacity of the bundle and Cunit is the unit
price for exceeded part.
2) Short-term Scenario: The pricing mechanism for short-term data consumption has referred
to the day-ahead pricing in [21], [22], and designed as a combination of ex-ante pricing and real-
time pricing. The ex-ante prices are determined by the wireless Internet service provider (WISP)
according to the observation and analysis on previous network usage, and released to the users
ahead of the next operation cycle. This has enabled and also motivated the users to pre-schedule
their data traffic profiles according to the price information and pre-buy the majority of their data
demands. The real-time pricing copes with the consumption uncertainty during the consuming
9time as it charges those who have consumed more than their planned data volume. Noting that
the time length of a time slot and the number of time slots in an operation cycle can be specified
over different practical cases, we assume similarly to [22] that a time slot equals to 1 hour and
an operation cycle has 24 time slots, such that the ex-ante pricing can also be named day-ahead
pricing. In the day-ahead trading, the WISP releases the ex-ante price information
{pk| k = 1, 2, . . . , 24}, (12)
where pk denotes the unit price in the kth hour of the next day. Therefore, a user’s pre-buying
payment C for the next day is given by
C =
∑
k∈OC
pkxk, (13)
where xk =
∑
a∈A x
a
k. In the real-time consumption, let prealk denote the real-time data unit price
in hour k. The additional payment for the user in hour k over its real real-time consumption x′k
is
paddk = max
(
prealk (x
′
k − xk), 0
)
. (14)
Therefore, a user’s total payment for one day’s data consumption is
C′ = C +
∑
k∈OC
paddk . (15)
IV. COST EFFICIENCY OF LONG-TERM DATA TRAFFIC
Under the usage-based pricing, if the consumer has used up the available volume before the
expiry date but still want to have data service, it has to either buy an additional data bundle
or consume data at a high unit price. This is quite a common problem faced by the most of
consumers as they do not control the data consumption and often use up all the data volumes in
their chosen plans before the expiry date. Thus they have to spend an additional money for the
additional data service, creating extra expenditure to the original budget. Such a problem can be
tackled effectively by taking the consumption cost efficiency as an indicator.
To analyze the long-term data consumption, we simplify the consumption model and assume
that all variables are defined or calculated over the time length of a day. Let χd denote the data
traffic volume of all the applications in day d, and Vd denote the total data consumption benefit
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Fig. 3. C.E. curves for usage-based pricing 2
in the day. We have
Vd = ωdχd, (16)
where ωd is the benefit valuation parameter that represents the average potential of the applica-
tions to create benefits. As the long-term data consumption analysis focuses on the impact of
daily data traffic volume χd on cost efficiency, we assume that ωd varies slightly over days in
the long-term scenario, which can be approximately equal to a constant ω¯. 2
Let χ =
∑30
d=1 χd denote the monthly data consumption volume. We adopt the 30-day data
bundle plans provided by Singtel [29]: 200MB data within 30 days costs SGD $10; 500MB data
within 30 days costs SGD $15; 1GB data within 30 days costs SGD $20; SGD $0.27/10KB for
the exceeded part. Given the benefit function and pricing function, the monthly data consumption
cost efficiency can be expressed as:
CE =


ω¯χ
Cbased
χ ≤ xlimit,
ω¯χ
Cbased+27.648(χ−xlimit) χ > x
limit
(17)
The upper figure in Fig. 2 presents the cost efficiency versus data traffic volume for different
data plans. In each plan, the cost efficiency comes to the peak at the maximum volume of a
data bundle and then decreases dramatically due to the expensive retail price. This is because
when using the 200MB data bundle, the user only pays SGD $0.05 per 1 MB, while it has to
pay SGD $270 for 1 MB exceeded data, which is extremely low cost effective. Therefore, it is
2As a relative weight factor ranging from 0 to 1, ω is designed and used mainly to allocate the data traffic volume among
applications in the short-term data traffic planning. There can be of great difference among the ωak and ωa in the short-term
scheduling while the average benefit valuation parameter ωd varies within a narrow range over days. The approximation of ωd
is consistent with the settings of ωak and ωa in Section V-B.
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not cost effective for users to exceed the bundle limit too much.
When we estimate the monthly cost efficiency within the expiry, χ is replaced by χ¯(d),
which is the estimated monthly data traffic volume after day d, and is determined by: χ¯(d) =
30
d
(
∑d
i=1 χi). We adopt the 500MB data bundle plan in the case study. The lower figure in Fig. 2
has demonstrated the effects of different consumer behaviors on the estimated cost efficiency.
After the 5th day, the estimated C.E. goes down to 16.05 from 33.32. If the consumer chooses a
moderate consumption plan with 16.666MB data to consume in the 6th day, the estimated C.E.
would increase a little to 17.63 (the blue line). If it chooses to consume less, i.e. 16.569MB,
the estimated C.E. would increase to 33.33 (the red line). If it chooses to consume more, i.e.
16.820MB, the estimated C.E. would decrease further to 10.09 (the black line). Fig. 3 presents
the cost efficiency versus data traffic volume for different data profiles. We can see that a data
profile with small fluctuation has a relative stable cost efficiency. But it is not necessary to keep
the daily data consumption volume strictly to the average level as one can cut down the data
traffics for a few days if a large portion of data bundle has been consumed in the early time,
so as to maintain a balance in long-term data consumption. Moreover, fluctuation in the early
days of the month has a greater impact on the estimated C.E. than that in the latter time of the
month, suggesting that people had better choose a cautious consumption pattern when they just
start a data plan.
V. COST EFFICIENT DATA TRAFFIC PRE-SCHEDULING AND REAL-TIME MANAGEMENT
In this section, we propose a cost efficient data traffic management scheme for short-term data
consumption scenario that includes day-ahead data traffic pre-scheduling and real-time data traffic
management. Fig. 4 demonstrates the functioning of data traffic management program. In the
day-ahead pre-buying, the management program pre-schedules its data traffic profile according
to the ex-ante price information, reports it planned data profile and pre-buys the planned data
volumes for the next day. In real-time data consumption, the management program regulates
the data consumption of each application and balances the data loads of all the applications
based on the pre-scheduled data profile to ensure a real-time cost efficient data consumption.
The management program keeps refreshing the storage unit with the latest consumption records.
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A. Day-ahead Data Traffic Pre-scheduling
1) Problem Formulation: In day-ahead pre-buying, the cost efficiency is defined as the ratio
of the benefit of pre-bought data volume and the payment for pre-buying the data volume, given
by:
CE =
V
C
=
∑
a∈A
∑
k∈OC ω
a
kx
a
k∑
k∈OC pk
(∑
a∈A x
a
k
) . (18)
With the price information offered by the WISP, the management program optimizes the data
profile X to obtain the best cost efficiency, which can be formulated as the following objective
function:
max
X∈X
CE =
∑
a∈A
∑
k∈OC ω
a
kx
a
k∑
k∈OC pk
(∑
a∈A x
a
k
) , (19)
where X is the feasible set of all the xak that satisfy the consumption boundaries in (1), (2) and (3).
The benefit parameters ωak are the weight factors for allocating data traffic volume among all the
applications. To achieve (19), the program tends to allocate more volume to the applications with
higher popularity, and shift the elastic data traffic to the hours with lower prices. Moreover, if the
marginal cost efficiency becomes negative due to the increase of some xak in their corresponding
feasible ranges, the program will reduce low efficient data consumption by avoiding allocating
excessive data traffic volume to xak. Therefore, the cost efficiency optimization can help the user
to consume data smartly to reduce excessive data consumption and save money. The optimal
data traffic allocation is given by:
X = argmax
X
∑
a∈A
∑
k∈OC ω
a
kx
a
k∑
k∈OC pk
(∑
a∈A x
a
k
) ,
s.t. C1 : bak ≤ xak ≤ Bak , ∀k ∈ OC, a ∈ A,
C2 :
∑
a∈A
xak ≤ Bk, ∀k ∈ OC,
C3 : xa ≥ ba, ∀a ∈ A,
(20)
where C1 is the consumption boundaries of each application in every time slot, C2 is the
consumption limits for each application in each time slot, and C3 is the minimum consumption
requirements assigned by the user.
2) Proposed Solution: We adopt the fractional programs [30] to solve data traffic allocation
problem. First, we prove that problem (20) is a linear fractional optimization problem, of which
the objective function is a ratio of two linear continuous functions and the feasible set is
13
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continuous and convex.
Proposition 1: The feasible domain of problem (20) is a convex set.
Proof: The feasible domain is the intersection of three independent sets restrained by con-
straints C1, C2 and C3, and definitions of consumption boundaries in Section III guarantee that
the feasible domain is nonempty. Let X(1), X(2) ∈ X , respectively, denote two different feasible
data consumption profiles. We define an arbitrary real number α ∈ [0, 1]. ∀k ∈ OC, a ∈ A,
α · xa(1)k ∈ [α · bak, α · Bak ], and (1 − α) · xa(2)k ∈ [(1 − α) · bak, (1 − α) · Bak ]. Therefore,
α · xa(1)k + (1 − α) · xa(2)k ∈ [bak, Bak ]. ∀k ∈ OC, function (
∑
a∈A x
a
k − Bk) is convex on RN .
∀a ∈ A, given α ·xa(1) ≥ α · ba and (1−α) ·xa(2) ≥ (1−α) · ba, then α ·xa(1) +(1−α) ·xa(2) ≥ ba.
Hence, the feasible domain X is a convex set.
Proposition 2: Problem (20) is a linear fractional optimization problem.
Proof: The numerator in (20) is sum of linear functions as in (5) differentiable over X .
The denominator in (20) is a linear function differentiable over X . The feasible domain X of
problem (20) is a convex set. Thus, problem (20) is a linear fractional optimization problem.
To transform problem (20) into a standard form, we construct the following vectors:
w = {ω11 , ω12 , ..., ω1K , ω21 , ..., ω2K , ..., ωN1 , ..., ωNK}, (21)
p = {p1, p2, ..., pK , ..., p1, p2, ..., pK}︸ ︷︷ ︸
N {p1,p2,...,pK}
, (22)
b = {b11, b12, ..., b1K , b21, ..., b2K , ..., bN1 , ..., bNK}T, (23)
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B = {B11 , B12 , ..., B1K , B21 , ..., B2K , ..., BN1 , ..., BNK}T, (24)
where w assembles the benefit valuation parameters, p carries the price information, b collects
the lower bounds and B collects the upper bounds. Let bk =
∑
a∈A b
a
k and X⋆ = X − b.
We have mentioned above that {ba|a ∈ A} is assigned by user and ba ≥ ∑k∈OC bak, ∀a ∈ A.
Problem (20) can be rewritten as
argmax
X⋆
wX⋆ +wb
pX⋆ + pb
,
s.t. C1 : X⋆ ≥ 0,
C2 : AX⋆ ≤ B⋆,
(25)
in which
A =


1 0 0 ... 0 0
0 1 0 ... 0 0
0 0 1 0 ... 0
0 ... ... ... ... 0
0 ... ... 0 1 0
0 ... ... 0 0 1
[−1]1×N 0 0 ... ... 0
[0]1×N [−1]1×N 0 ... ... 0
[0]1×2N [−1]1×N 0 ... ... 0
0 ... ... ... ... 0
0 ... ... 0 [−1]1×N [0]1×N
0 0 ... ... 0 [−1]1×N
1 [0]1×K−1 1 ... 1 [0]1×K−1
0 1 [0]1×K−1 ... 1 [0]1×K−2
0 0 1 ... 1 [0]1×K−3
0 ... ... ... ... 0
[0]1×K−2 1 ... ... 1 0
[0]1×K−1 1 ... ... [0]1×K−1 1


.
(26)
B
⋆
=


B − b
∑
k∈OC b
1
k − b
1
∑
k∈OC b
2
k − b
2
...
∑
k∈OC b
N−1
k
− bN−1
∑
k∈OC b
N
k − b
N
B1 − b1
B2 − b2
...
BK−1 − bK−1
BK − bK


. (27)
A is a (NK + N + K) × (NK) coefficient matrix and B⋆ is a (NK + N + K) × 1 vector
including all the consumption boundaries. Problem (25) can be solved by the fractional program-
ming (FP) [31], given in Appendix A. We use the Bitran-Novaes method [32] (see Algorithm 2
in Appendix A) to achieve the optimal solution, which has a computational advantage.
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3) Convergence and Complexity: To adopt the algorithm in real large-scale applications, we
prove the convergence of the algorithm and study its algorithmic complexity.
Proposition 3 (Convergence): The cost efficient scheduling algorithm achieves the optimal
solution within a finite number of steps.
Proof: See reference [32].
Therefore, the proposed algorithm is effective in obtaining the optimal data traffic allocation.
We assume that the proposed algorithm achieves the optimal solution in I iterations. In
each iteration, obtaining the optimal x∗ is a linear programming problem that can be solved
by typical linear programming solvers such as interior point method [33]. In each inner it-
eration, the algorithm has to calculate the value of a function with NK variables, where N
is the number of appliances and K is the number of time slots. The upper bound on the
number of inner iteration steps is
√
NK +N +K , where (NK + N + K) is the number
of inequality constraints [33]. Hence, the algorithmic complexity of the linear programming
problem is O(
√
NK +N +KNK). The algorithmic complexity of the proposed algorithm is
O(I
√
NK +N +KKN). For real large-scale applications, this algorithm can be applied in a
distributed manner independently by each mobile subscriber, and the algorithmic complexity of
each single algorithm increases with the increase of K and N . The number of iterations for
convergence I is verified in simulations in Section VI.
B. Settings of Benefit Parameter and Consumption Constraints
1) Settings of Benefit Parameter ωak: The settings of benefit parameters directly affect the
allocation of data traffic volume among all the applications in a short-term data traffic pre-
scheduling. As mentioned above, an application’s access frequency τak indicates its popularity
and the attention drawn, which is closely related its potential to create consumption benefits.
Therefore, ωak is determined based on τak . We use the latest records of τak , i.e., those in the
latest 24 hours, to determine the default values of ωak . To simplify the presentation, in the
following paragraphs, τak represents the access frequency information in the latest 24 hours. The
determination of ωak follows two essential principles: an application with more attention has a
higher potential to please consumer and deserves a higher priority to be granted with more data
traffic volume; moreover, a time slot with higher application access frequencies indicates the
period when the user has stronger incentive to consume data and thus should be assigned with
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TABLE I
PRE-SCHEDULING PROCESS.
1 User gets next day’s {pak|k ∈ OC} from the WISP.
2 Management program (MP)’s default settings:
∗ calculates all ωak according to (28).
∗ calculates consumption boundaries (31).
3 User sets {ba|a ∈ A}, adjusts and confirms all settings.
4 MP calculates the optimal X according to (20), (25) and
Algorithm 2.
5 User confirms the X . The MP releases demand to the
WISP.
6 Contract takes effect. The MP updates the pre-scheduled
data profile.
more data traffic volume as well. As τak varies in a wide range, we cannot directly use it to
determine ωak . We propose to further express ωak be determined by:
ωak = ι
aιak, (28)
where ιa ∈ (0, 1] is a weight factor indicating the relative popularity of application a among
all the applications, and ιak ∈ (0, 1] is a weight factor for application a to indicate its relative
potential to create benefits compared with its own potentials in the other time slots. Let τa =∑
k∈OC τ
a
k denote the number of user’s accesses to application a in the intended operation cycle.
Let τak = max{τak |k ∈ OC} and τak = min{τak |k ∈ OC}.
ιak indicates the weight of τak in {τak |k ∈ OC}. In this paper, we propose ιak as a function of
the difference between τak and τak , and the variance of τak , which is given by:
ιak = δ + (1− δ)
τak
τak
(τa
k
−τak )
2/12
D(τa
k
)
. (29)
where δ ∈ (0, 1) is the minimum value of ιak to guarantee that all ιak are non-zero. This is to
ensure that an application can still consume data to exchange information even when it is running
on the background. D(τak ) is the variance of τak , and (τak −τak )2/12 is the variance of an uniform
distribution in [τak , τak ] chosen as the threshold for D(τak ).
(τa
k
−τa
k
)2/12
D(τa
k
)
is set as the power of τ
a
k
τa
k
to
control the concavity and convexity of the function which directly effects how ιak varies with
τa
k
τa
k
.
If D(τak ) is larger than the threshold, i.e., D(τak ) > (τak − τak )2/12, indicating that all the τak are
spread out around the mean and much differ from each other, function (29) becomes concave so
that the difference between ιak and ιak(τak ) is reduced compared to the linear case |δ+(1−δ) τ
a
k
τa
k
−1|
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when D(τak ) = (τak − τak )2/12. If D(τak ) < (τak − τak )2/12, indicating that all the τak tend to be
closer to the mean, function (29) becomes convex so that the difference between ιak and ιak(τak )
in enlarged. Similarly, let τa = max{τa|a ∈ A} and τa = min{τa|a ∈ A}. ιa is determined by
ιa = δ′ + (1− δ′)τ
a
τa
(τa−τa)2/12
D(τa)
, (30)
where δ′ ∈ (0, 1) is the minimum value of ιa to guarantee that all ιa are non-zero, D(τa) is
the variance of τa, (τa − τa)2/12 is the variance of an uniform distribution in [τa, τa] chosen
as the threshold for D(τa). We note that the default settings ωak are assumed to be adjustable
by user via some specific way in case the user wants to adjust its consumption plan in the next
day, while in the simulations we just use the default settings to theoretically demonstrate the
performance of the proposed algorithm.
2) Settings of Consumption Constraints: The data traffic boundaries are determined according
to user’s consumption habits which can be captured from its historical consumption information.
Meanwhile, these boundaries are also assumed to be adjustable in case that the user wants
to adjust its consumption plan in the next day. To meet these requirements, the management
program prepares a series of default data traffic boundaries based on user’s historical consump-
tion information. We assume that the management program can record the data consumption
information and calculate the default boundaries using the consumption records in the latest 7
days. For example, to compute xak for the next day, there are seven former consumption records
{(xak)−1, (xak)−2, ..., (xak)−7}. The default consumption boundaries are set as:
bak = min{(xak)−1, (xak)−2, ..., (xak)−7},
Bak = max{(xak)−1, (xak)−2, ..., (xak)−7},
Bk = max{
∑
a∈A
(xak)−1,
∑
a∈A
(xak)−2, ...,
∑
a∈A
(xak)−7},
Ba = max{(xa)−1, (xa)−2, ..., (xa)−7},
(31)
i.e., the lower bounds are set as the lowest data traffic in the latest 7 days and the upper bounds
are set as the the highest data traffic in the latest 7 days. Next, the user is required to provide
the minimum data requirements {ba|a ∈ A} of each application.
After these two steps, the user can adjust the values again if necessary and then confirm all
the consumption boundaries for the optimization step. For example, if the user does not want
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Fig. 5. Flow chart of the real-time data consumption management.
application a’ to consume data in time slot k it can set Bak = bak ≡ 0.
With all the above settings done, the scheduling algorithm calculates the data demand and cor-
responding payment. After user’s confirmation on the result, the management program sends the
demand information and confirmation to the WISP to make a contract. For clear understanding,
we have summarized the pre-scheduling process in Table I.
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Fig. 6. PDF of the acceptation.
C. Real-time Data Traffic Management
The real-time management program manages every application’s requests of data transmission
based on the pre-scheduled cost efficient data profile and benefit parameters. The operation of
real-time management in each time slot is described by the flow chart presented in Fig. 5. The
program uses {xak|a ∈ A} as the original available data bits for every application. When the
available bits for an application are used up, the program with a predetermined mechanism will
decide whether to offer extra available bits for the application. All requests for data transmission
have been divided into two kinds: requests by the foreground application have a priority over
those by the background applications because the former type represents user’s instant willingness
to consume. Next we further introduce how the program manages these two kinds of requests.
1) Managing background Requests: The acceptation of request by a background application
is based on a probability if there are available bits for the application. Let t denote the minutes
elapsed from the beginning of the time slot and gak denote the consumed bits in current time slot.
The probability to accept a background request of application a , denoted by ρak, is a function
of gak , and t, i.e. ρak = ρak(gak, t). We assume that the probability function satisfies the following
properties representing the practical considerations:
Property 5: ∀t ∈ [0, 60],
ρak(g
a
k = 0, t) = 1, ρ
a
k(g
a
k = x
a
k, t) = 0. (32)
That is, during each time slot, if application a has not consumed any data yet, i.e., gak = 0, its
request will be certainly approved. If a has consumed all its allocated data, i.e., gak = xak, its
request will be certainly denied.
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Property 6: For a fixed t, an increasing gak leads to a non-increasing ρak(gak , t), i.e.,
∂ρak(g
a
k , t)
∂gak
≤ 0. (33)
This is due to the fact that if a has already consumed a large fraction of its allocated data, its
data consumption request will be less likely to get approved in order to avoid excessive data
consumption.
Property 7: For a fixed gak , an increasing t leads to a non-decreasing ρak(gak , t), i.e.,
∂ρak(g
a
k , t)
∂t
≥ 0, (34)
which indicates that the necessity to reserve available bits decreases with the increase of elapsed
time. This is because given a fixed amount of available data, when it comes closer to the end
of a time slot, the data should be more likely to be consumed so as to avoid wastage of data.
Consequently, the probability function is designed to satisfy these properties as:
ρak(g
a
k , t) =
(
1− g
a
k
xak
)m1t+m2
, (35)
where m1t +m2 > 0, m1 and m2 are two parameters that affect the shape of the function. m1
and m2 can be determined based on two sets of (ρak, gak, t). To prevent heavy consumption of the
available data in the beginning part of a time slot, at the beginning of a time slot the probability
function is supposed to be convex so that ρak decreases fast with the increase of gak . Therefore,
we set ρak(50%x
a
k, 0) as a reference point and assume that when t = 0 and gak = 50%xak, the
acceptation should be a small probability event, i.e., ρak(50%xak, 0) = 0.05. This means if half of
the available data for a has been “dramatically” consumed at the very beginning of a time slot,
the program will probably deny the coming data consumption requests by a during that period.
Nevertheless, to avoid wastage of unused data volume in a time slot, at the end of a time slot,
the probability function is assumed to be concave so that ρak decreases slowly and remains at
a high level with the increase of gak . Similarly, we set ρak(90%xak, 60) as a reference point and
assume that when t = 60 and gak = 90%xak, the acceptation is considered as a large probability
event, i.e., ρak(90%xak, 60) = 0.95. This means if there is still 10% of the available data for a
not being used when it comes to the end of a time slot, the program will probably accept the
coming data consumption requests by a during that period. Based on the two reference points,
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Algorithm 1 Setting new consumption bounds
if
∑
a∈A
(
xa
k
− ga
k
)
= 0 then
Exit; (no available volume, program asks user for extra data consumption permission.)
end if
Set basic lower bounds ba
k
′ = min{
60gak
t
, xa
k
}, ∀a ∈ A;
Set basic upper bounds Ba
k
′ = xa
k
, ∀a ∈ A;
if
∑
a∈A
(
Ba
k
′ − ba
k
′
)
= 0 then
Find the application a∗ with the lowest ωa∗
k
in set {a|a 6= a1, gak 6= x
a
k
};
Set ba∗
k
′
= ga
∗
k
;
end if
Ba1
k
′
= max{
60g
a1
k
t
, ga1
k
+
∑
a∈A
(
xa
k
− ba
k
′
)
};
ba1
k
′
= min{
60g
a1
k
t
, ga1
k
+
∑
a∈A
(
xa
k
− ba
k
′
)
}.
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Fig. 7. Prices in the day-ahead market.
we have m1 = 160(log0.1 0.95 − log0.5 0.05) and m2 = log0.5 0.05. Consequently, the probability
density function of the acceptation is presented in Fig. 6. When the available bits for a in time
slot k is used up, any extra data request from the background application will be denied.
2) Managing Foreground Requests: Requests of data transmission by a foreground application
will be directly accepted if there are available bits for the application. When the available data for
a foreground application a in time slot k is used up, i.e., gak = xak, the application can apply for
extra available bits. If the user permits the application for extra available bits, the management
program will checks if there are available data volume for the current time slot k. If so, the
program will reset the lower and upper bounds of all applications’ data requirements in time
slot k, and reallocate the rest available volume for all applications by a cost efficient approach.
We assume that a foreground application a1 has used up its available bits, i.e., ga1k = x
a1
k .
The algorithm to reset new lower and upper bounds are presented in Algorithm 1. It guarantees
that a1 receives some extra data volume by increasing its lower bound beyond ga1k . With the
new boundaries, the cost efficient approach achieves a new optimal allocation in time slot k. In
order to achieve the optimal data consumption allocation, the scheduling algorithm solves the
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following optimization problem:
{xak′|a ∈ A} = arg max{xak′|a∈A}
∑
a∈A ω
a
kx
a
k
′
pk
(∑
a∈A x
a
k
′) ,
s.t. C1 : bak
′ ≤ xak′ ≤ Bak ′, ∀a ∈ A,
C2 :
∑
a∈A
xak
′ =
∑
a∈A
xak,
(36)
where C1 is the new consumption boundaries for all appliances, C2 guarantees that all left
available bits will be reallocated. With C2, problem (36) is equal to:
{xak′|a ∈ A} = arg max{xak′|a∈A}
∑
a∈A
ωakx
a
k
′
,
s.t. C1 : bak
′ ≤ xak ′ ≤ Bak ′, ∀a ∈ A,
C2 :
∑
a∈A
xak
′ =
∑
a∈A
xak,
(37)
which can be solved by linear programming tools such as interior point method [33]. After the
cost efficient approach, the program will replace all xak with xak ′. When there are no available
bits in time slot k for all the applications, the program will allow a to consume data at the cost
of real-time prices if the request is permitted by user, and refresh the data traffic boundaries.
We study the algorithmic complexity of data reallocation in the real-time management. The
complexity of setting new consumption bounds is O(N). The complexity of linear programming
to solve problem (37) is O(
√
2(N + 1)N), where 2(N+1) is the number of inequality constraints
and N is the number of applications.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSES
In this section, we present the simulation results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed load scheduling algorithm. In addition, in day-ahead pre-scheduling we discuss how
to choose a sub-optimal management strategy with limited management capability. In the real-
time data traffic management, we study the influence of the probability function of background
request acceptation on the cost efficiency of real-time data traffic management.
We first introduce the system settings in the day-ahead pre-scheduling. The hourly data traffic
prices {pk|k = 1, 2, ..., 24} in the day-ahead market are set according to the parameters in [22],
which are presented in Fig. 9. We assume there are totally 5 applications installed in the mobile
phone. Existing works have proposed different models to generate wireless data streams [34]–
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TABLE II
SETTINGS OF APPLICATIONS.
App 1 2 3 4 5
E(τa∗
k
) [3,30] (0,8] (0,4] (0,0.6] (0,8]
E(τa
k
) [3,9] (0,2] (0,1] (0,0.15] (0,2]
E(ǫa)(KB) 100 50 200 10000 200
D(ǫa) 1e4 900 1e4 9e6 4e4
TABLE III
VALUES OF INDICATORS FOR THE PROFILES IN FIG 8.
Pattern Volume(MB) Benefit Payment(cent) C.E.
A 45.6317 18.4074 28.3546 0.6492
B 45.6317 25.5956 28.2031 0.9075
C 41.0685 23.7148 25.5149 0.9294
D 45.6317 26.3196 30.3015 0.8686
E 49.2778 28.1991 32.7412 0.8613
[36]. To generate the historical consumption information in (31), we assume that the network
access request arrivals of an application is modeled by a Poisson process [34]. Let T ak denote
the number of application a’s request arrivals in time slot k. Its probability function is P (T ak =
n) = e
−λa (λa)n
n!
, where n is the number of events and λa is the request arrival rate of application
a. The expectation and variance of T ak satisfy E(T ak ) = D(T ak ) = λa. The arrivals of user’s
access to an application τak are also modeled by a Poisson process. We have T ak = τak + τa∗k ,
where τa∗k denotes the access requests by background process of the application. It is shown
in [34] and [35] that the traffic load for each network access of application such as streaming
media and social application, follows a log-normal distribution. For simplicity, we employ this
distribution model for all the applications and assume that in each network access, the consumed
data volume follows a log-normal distribution. Let ǫa denote the data consumption volume of
application a in a single network access. It satisfies ln(ǫa) ∼ N(µ, σ2) where µ and σ2 are the
expectation and variance of ln(ǫa). The probability density function of ǫa is given by
f(ǫa) =


1
σǫa
√
2π
exp
[
− 12
(
ln ǫa−µ
σ
)2]
ǫa > 0,
0 ǫa ≤ 0,
(38)
where the expectation of ǫa is given by E(ǫa) = exp
[
µ+ σ
2
2
]
, and the variance of ǫa is
D(ǫa) = [exp(2µ+ σ2)] [exp(σ2)− 1] . The parameter settings of the data stream model are
presented in Table II. To determine ωak , we set δ = 0.1 and δ′ = 0.5.
In the real-time data consumption, the real-time data prices fluctuate between 100% and 110%
of the day-ahead prices. The real-time data traffic management refers to the day-ahead scheduled
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Fig. 8. Data consumption profiles in the day-ahead market.
profile and manages the data traffic based on the mechanism presented in Fig. 5. For simplicity,
we assume that all foreground requests will be permitted when the available bits are used up.
In the simulation, we assume that the numbers of foreground access requests are close to those
in the previous day and the numbers of access requests by background process are about five
times those by foreground applications.
A. Day-ahead Pre-scheduling
We use the mentioned model to generate user’s historical consumption information in the last
7 days. Based on the data traffic volumes of the applications and the arrivals of data consumption
requests in the latest day, an unscheduled daily data traffic profile is generated as the baseline.
In case 1, based on the access frequencies in the latest day, we use the proposed algorithm to
pre-schedule the data traffic profile under the same constraints on daily data traffic volumes of
each application. Under the same constraints, we also compare the proposed algorithm with the
existing profit maximization (PM) scheme [16], [17] of which the objective of the optimization
can be expressed as:
max
X∈X
V − ηC, (39)
where η is the parameter that ensures a nonnegative objective and also controls the weight of
cost, and is set as 0.2. In case 2, we slack the equality constraints on each application’s daily
demand and assume there is a minimum daily demand and a maximum daily demand for each
application. The minimum demand is 90% of the demand in the quality constraints and the
maximum demand is 110% of the demand in the equality constraints. The results are presented
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Fig. 9. Effect of consumer propensity.
in Fig. 8 and Table III. In case 1, with the proposed scheduling on fixed data demands, the cost
efficiency has improved by 39.79% compared to the unscheduled case, due to the increase of
benefit and decrease of cost, which has demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm
in pursuing optimal cost efficiency. Compared with the PM scheduling, the achieved benefit of
CE profile is lower but close to that of the PM profile while the CE profile costs less and has a
better cost efficiency. In case 2, with relatively elastic data demands, the cost efficiency of CE
profile has increased higher by 43.16% compared to the unscheduled profile. Moreover, the data
volume of CE profile has been reduced, which contributes to the reduction of data traffic load,
while the PM profile has increased its data volume to obtain a better benefit and profit. We note
that since the two algorithms pursue different objectives, the comparison does not suggest the
CE scheduling outperforms the PM scheduling in all aspects.
Fig. 9 has presented the access frequencies and benefit parameters of an application, and its
corresponding data traffic profiles. Compared with the unscheduled case, the proposed scheduling
algorithm can maintain or even increase the traffics in the time slots that has high user access
frequencies with relatively low prices. However, if the price is too expensive in the time slot
with high user access frequency, the algorithm tends to reduce the load or shift it to the adjacent
time slots with lower prices in order to prevent the drastic drop of of cost efficiency.
Next we consider the situation when the management program can only manage a limited
number of installed applications’s data traffics. We use two different strategies to cut down the
number of applications to be managed: one is to start from the application with the lowest access
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frequency and the other is from that with the lowest data demand. In the simulations we study
the cases with different numbers of installed applications, ranging from 5 to 30. As presented in
Fig. 10, in all cases, the strategy of ignoring applications with a lowest data demand performs
better than that of ignoring applications with lowest access frequency. This suggests that if a
consumer only wants to manage a limited number of applications, it is suggested to manage those
with relatively high data traffic demands. As a verification of the convergence analysis, Fig. 11
has presented the convergence of the proposed algorithm in achieving the optimal solutions over
different numbers of installed applications. It demonstrates that the performance of the proposed
algorithm is efficient and stable over the increase number of installed applications.
B. Real-time Data Traffic Management
Fig. 12 has presented the real-time data traffic profiles compared with the pre-scheduled profile
described in case 2 of Fig. 8. In the case without real-time scheduling, all access requests are
permitted, while in the case with scheduling, only foreground requests will be permitted when the
available bits are used up. Both of the real-time profiles have exceeded the pre-scheduled profile
in some time slots, indicating that the situation of foreground requests for data consumption with
real-time data prices has been included. The cost efficiency of unscheduled profile is 0.6571 while
that of the scheduled profile is 0.7141. The comparison of real-time profiles and that of the C.E.
has indicated that the real-time data traffic management can reduce the unaware data traffics and
maintain a relatively high cost efficiency.
We have run 5000 times of the simulations to test the effectiveness of the real-time data traffic
management. Fig. 13 has presented the distribution of the ratio of scheduled and unscheduled
data traffics. In 60.92% of the cases the ratio are larger than 1. The cases that the ratio is smaller
than 1 is due to the surplus of the pre-scheduled data traffic in real-time data consumption. As the
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real-time management aims to avoid excessive consumptions, it becomes less effective when the
real-time data traffic tends to be far less than the pre-scheduled one. To avoid the waste of pre-
order data, the user is suggested to adjust the benefit parameters and consumption constraints for
a more precise day-ahead pre-scheduling according to its real demand. Additionally, the surplus
can also be caused by a strict restriction of the background access requests which is represented
by the probability function (35). To tackle this, a slack acceptation probability function can be
used:
ρa
′
k (g
a
k , t) =
(
min(1, 1− (1− κ)−1( g
a
k
xak
− κ))
)m1t+m2
, (40)
where κ is a threshold of g
a
k
xa
k
to guarantee that if g
a
k
xa
k
≤ κ, ρa′k (gak, t) = 1. Therefore, before g
a
k
xa
k
> κ,
the data traffic management will accept all the background access requests. When κ = 0.5, the
percentage of the cases that the ratio are larger than 1 can increase to 71.16%.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed cost efficiency as a metric of the economical efficiency in mobile data consump-
tion to optimize the consumption benefit per unit cost. The cost efficiency can be adopted in
both long-term and short-term data plans with different pricing mechanisms to assist consumer
in improving the economical efficiency of data consumption, which is verified by the case
studies and the simulation results. The effectiveness of the proposed cost efficient data traffic
management for user with day-ahead and real-time pricing policy have been demonstrated by
the simulation results. The settings of benefit parameters have effectively reflected consumer
propensity in the data traffic allocation. Besides, the cost efficiency as an economical consumption
perspective, can be applied in more consumption scenarios with a flexible pricing mechanism.
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APPENDIX A
FRACTIONAL PROGRAMMING
A fractional program is a nonlinear optimization problem in which the objective function is
a ratio of two real functions, expressed as:
maximize
x∈D
f(x) =
h1(x)
h2(x)
, (41)
where D ∈ Rn, h1, h2 : D → R are both differentiable, and h2(x) > 0. Studies in fractional
programming mainly focus on the objective function and not on the constraint set D, and are
generally based on the assumption that D is a convex set of Rn. The following discussions are
also based on the assumption that D is a convex set. Optimization problems in this paper belong to
the concave fractional program in which the objective satisfies the following concavity/convexity
assumption: h1 is concave and h2 is convex on D; h1 is positive on D if h2 is not affine. Such
nonlinear programs have the following property which is proved by [32].
Property 8: In a concave fractional program (41), any local maximum is a global maximum.
If h1 is strictly concave or h2 is strictly convex, (41) has at most one maximum. If (41) is
differentiable, then a solution of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions is a maximum of (41).
Problem (20) is a special case of the concave fractional program where h1, h2 are affine
functions and D is a convex polyhedron, and is called a linear fractional program. The standard
form of a linear fractional program can be expressed as:
max
x
L =
cTx+ α
dTx+ β
,
s.t. Ax ≤ b,
x ≥ 0,
(42)
where c,d ∈ Rn, b ∈ Rm, α, β ∈ R and A is a m × n matrix. In addition to Property 8, the
linear fractional programs have the property:
Property 9: The objective function in a linear fractional program is quasiconvex on the feasible
set D. Therefore, a maximum is attained at a vertex of D if D is nonempty and bounded.
To directly solve the quasiconcave program (42), we adopt the method proposed by G. Bitran
and A. Novaes that dose not require variable transformations nor the introduction of new variables
and constraints, and has a computational advantage [32]. The algorithm is as follows.
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Fig. 12. Data traffic profiles.
Step 1. Solve the problem
max F =< γ,x >,
s.t. Ax ≤ b,
x ≥ 0,
(A1)
where γ = c− <c,d>
<d,d>
d (A2). By the simplex routine, it achieves a suboptimal solution x∗.
Step 2. Solve the problem
max F ′ =< [c− L(x∗)d],x >,
s.t. Ax ≤ b,
x ≥ 0,
(A3)
where L is as in (42). This yields a new feasible solution x∗∗ by changing the marginal-cost
line in the previous simplex routine.
Step 3. Compare x∗∗ with x∗: if x∗∗ = x∗, then x∗∗ is the global optimum; otherwise go to
Step 2, replacing x∗ with x∗∗ and repeating the process until x∗ remains unchanged.
The first step aims to get a feasible extreme point in such a way to reduce further search.
To do this, one considers the family of hyperplanes representing objective function (42), and
chooses the hyperplane that is orthogonal to β+ < d,x >= 0. Then a simplex routine assuming
an objective function parallel to the hyperplane orthogonal to β+ < d,x >= 0 is used. This
hyperplane is represented by (A1) together with (A2). The simplex solution in the first step x∗,
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Algorithm 2 The Bitran-Novaes method
Data: γ = c− <c,d>
<d,d>
d;
Solve (A1) to obtain x∗;
x
∗∗
0 = x
∗;
Use L(x∗) in (A3) to obtain x∗∗1 ;
n = 1;
while x∗∗n 6= x∗∗n−1 do
Use L(x∗∗n ) in (A3) to obtain x∗∗n+1;
n++;
end while
together with the intersection of the family of hyperplanes representing objective function (42),
creates a new hyperplane that cuts the convex set in two semispaces. In Step 2, the gradient of L
in x∗ is perpendicular to the new hyperplane. Also, every x that satisfies L(x) > L(x∗) is located
in the same semispace. Hence, the objective function is parallel to the new hyperplane and leads
to a new extreme point x∗∗. If x∗∗ 6= x∗, then x∗∗ together with the intersection of the family
of hyperplanes representing the original objective function (42), generates a new hyperplane.
The convex set is divided in two semispaces again and this will proceed until x∗∗ = x∗. The
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
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